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Introduction

Pyramidion: The capstone or pyramidion is the highest block or mount of a structure. Often when pyramids 
have doorways, the capstone can lock or wedge the rest of the blocks tightly together and give strength.

Pyramidion, PYRA, Mars Money, The Advocate Coin is an immutable, global humanitarian project at its 
core.  Pyramidion is a digital means of barter that utilizes blockchain technology.  It is not a tool to be 

utilized for speculation.  There should be no expectation of profit selling/buying at exchanges.  Pyramidion 
does not buyback its tokens.  Utilize the Pyramidion APP to calculate barter and wallet values.  Utilize the 
"current price" tab at the top of the page to verify Pyramidion's price. You will purchase the token from a 

standard token control dashboard.  The project is fully developed, you are not investing in a startup.  
MANY blockchain projects are being created that a peer could speculate with and Pyramidion encourages 

using them if so desired.  

Pyramidion’s namesake describes the concept of the pricing method and should not be associated with a 
“pyramid scheme.”  It is nicknamed “The Advocate Coin” due to the personality type of the concept's 

visionary Damon Danner, and the nature of the token itself.  Pyramidion is a new type of digital good, it is 
created by smart contract and powered by secure blockchain technology and has a total supply, but it is 

not pegged to any single fiat currency, technology, asset, real estate, or resource.  It is priced on the totality 
of the tokenized global economy - A global index.  The concept came to mind in late 2017 and would not 
have been viable without the explosion of digital asset creation.  It is not priced on supply and demand or 

a complicated pricing algorithm of its own but does fluctuate in price with the entire crypto space.  
Pyramidion would not be able to exist without the underlying cryptocurrency market.  Please read the 

methodology sections below for a more detailed explanation.  Like a pyramid, it takes many years and a 
lot of manpower to reach the construction phase of placing the pyramidion.

Methodology

Currently, Pyramidion utilizes Coingecko's API to populate a table in Microsoft Excel.   The Average 
Formula in Excel is applied to the entire current price column of 5400+ digital assets reporting from over 
300+ exchanges. (Coingecko's methodology takes price differences on the exchanges and calculates a 
weighted average of an asset before reporting) The API automatically adds or removes digital assets as 

they are created and listed, or delisted due to failure. This weighted average USD value is then assigned to 
the erc20 token, "Pyramidion."  The price is currently auto-updated every five minutes, this timeline will be 



finalized before "sales" start.  Nuclear Option:  In case of API stoppage or a company breaking the chain 
in how Pyramidion operates there will be a PRICE FREEZE at last price until all operations are fully 

functional.  This situation has not occurred since conception in late 2017.  The number of digital assets has 
exploded to over 5400+ and increasing since Bitcoin's inception in 2009.

Problems / Solutions

Pyramidion takes a "double-weighted average" in the USD price of over 5400 (08/21/2019) digital 
assets and assigns this price to the Pyramidion Token.  Pyramidion is not priced on an algorithm in and of 
itself or tied to supply and demand.  Pyramidion is a global index token that can be utilized anywhere due 

to its nature. 

Pyramidion is an all-inclusive index because it is based on the totality of the cryptocurrency space, not just 
the top players. Some projects utilize an index fund or a maker/taker basis at exchanges to trade tokens 
based on top cryptocurrencies by market cap. Regulations do not allow these tokens to be borderless and 

are speculation tools.  Pyramidion simply uses every available digital asset traded on the exchange(s) to get 
a universally agreed upon barter price for the Pyramidion Token.  If a peer can receive an erc20 token, 
they can utilize Pyramidion.  Anyone can purchase a token and immediately have a high level of barter 

power on the network.  You do not have to be an accredited investor.

Compatibility:  Why try to reinvent the wheel?  This is why Pyramidion chose Ethereum.  Ethereum is not just 
a cryptocurrency or store of value.  It is a software platform.  Hundreds of thousands of developers are 

working with the Ethereum platform and Pyramidion can interact with all of these platforms. (Be sure your 
provider accepts erc20/Ethereum tokens)  You may have to add the smart contract manually in your 

platform of choice.  "I will list the address, symbol and decimal places on the home page when token sales 
start" - Damon  

Ease of use:  Pyramidion can be utilized by any erc20 capable wallet.  Add the Pyramidion APP to your 
favorites in your browser or create a link on your mobile. The APP is a fiat currency converter and a custom 
calculator.  Pyramidion can easily represent the value of any global fiat price in the Pyramidion App and 
calculate a token amount to send for the barter price.  A QR code / Ethereum receiving address can be 

scanned in person or sent in any platform's messaging service capable of sending a photo:  FB messenger, 
Whatsapp, Slack, Telegram, or any video chat program.  Of course, a peer can simply send their "receive 

ethereum" key/address to receive the tokens. 

Decentralization, speedy transactions, and logging of transactions are native to Pyramidion because it is an 
erc20 token.  All transactions are verified on Etherscan. All aspects of Pyramidion's operation are outside of 

itself except the distribution platform.  Pyramidion does not operate its network, wallet, or exchange.

Whale Proof:  An entity cannot sell off Pyramidion en masse and lower the price, nor buy up the supply of 
tokens and raise the price. Price manipulation is virtually eliminated, unless a person, group or country 

decided to buy up the entire cryptocurrency market and hold them to raise the price.  

Wash trading: A third-party research group has reported that the top 25 cryptocurrencies are wash traded 
between exchanges, this boosts trading volume artificially, it is not illegal, but investors should be aware of 

this activity and not mistake it for use of an asset on a network.  Pyramidion cannot be wash traded.

Binary trading:  There is no price difference between any two platforms to buy and sell Pyramidion.  



Accessibility: Any person capable of downloading an Ethereum based wallet that can accept erc20 tokens 
can utilize Pyramidion on a personal level and global scale.  

Security and immutability:  There are no exchanges to hack.  Pyramidion has no app to download or 
hack.  No API, wallet keys, or personal information is utilized in the Pyramidion APP.  All aspects of 

Pyramidion are easily understood and transparent. No single entity can dilute the value of Pyramidion.  
There will never be a hostile hard fork or highjacking of the network. There will be no governing body and 
operational rules will be set in stone.  We The People will determine the success of the project by utilizing 

Pyramidion.
Your security and tokens are literally in your hand.      

Core Values

• Transparency, Integrity, Security, Legality

• A decentralized and lean operation with the most efficient, secure, autonomous and cost-effective 
procedures implemented.

• Pyramidion will remain a trustless, crypto first operation.

• There will never be an IPO. Pyramidion will never be on the stock exchange.  Pyramidion will never go 
"public."  

Know Your Customer / Anti Money Laundering

KYC / AML will be handled in your account with the token control dashboard.

Privacy:  Pyramidion's customer database is not for sale.  If Pyramidion is required to share 
customer records by a subpoena or regulations, we will comply. 

SEC Filings

(06/23/2019)  "There has been NO CONTACT from the SEC for months.  They have the light paper 
and know how Pyramidion Cryptocurrency operates" - Damon

(08-12-2019)  Paraphrasing the response from the SEC.  "Interact with the finhub."  I have submitted the 
whitepaper again and have asked for my next steps on the finhub.  I will update again when I can get a 

concrete answer, all emails will be posted. - Damon

Pyramidion Tokenomics



One trillion tokens all priced from one central pricing platform.  The double-weighted average of the global 
crypto space in USD assigned to an Ethereum token = 1Pyramidion.   

No further tokens will be created and no tokens will be burned.

No person personally holds Pyramidion Tokens before release from Pyramidion's token control dashboard.  

Tokens will be released in 100 million token increments in ascending pricing: The first 100 million tokens at 
1$, the second 100 million at $2, the third 100 million at 3$, and so on until the "current price" price 
point is reached.

All forms of payment will be listed in the token control dashboard.  There will be a referral link to share and 
tokens will be awarded if someone utilizes your link (award TBD)  

The barter price of the token is known before the start of the token sale. 

A peer could technically "cash" them for you at some agreed price in person, just as with any other digital 
asset, but Pyramidion is for barter, do not use it as a speculation tool.  

Fees:  Determine your favorite wallet's fees for sending an Ethereum token.  The sender of the Pyramidion 
token supplies the gas (Ether).  The receiver supplies a .01% Smart Contract Interaction Fee which is 
calculated by the number of tokens sent multiplied by .0001 The fee is in Pramidion and migrates back to 
Pyramidion's wallet.  The Smart Contract Interaction Fee is reflected in the amount of Pyramidion received.  
The smart contract interaction fee is applied to every transaction from any platform. 

                                                    Use Case

Think of Pyramidion as a clamshell.  If a peer is on a deserted island and there is no means of banking, 
how would we trade to get the things needed?  If two parties agree that 10 clamshells were a good trade 
for a fish, then that is permissible between free and sovereign individuals.  If a peer has a bike and would 
like to trade Pyramidion for it, a peer has a right to make this trade.  Barter represents the oldest and most 

basic concepts of free trade and capitalism and is thousands of years old.  Pyramidion is bringing 
barter into the 21st century with technology.  It is a digital good with a universally agreed-upon value.  A 
peer will not take Pyramidion into a store or business and make a transaction.  You will never buy a car 
with it from a dealership.  You will, however, be able to trade this digital good to a peer if both parties 

agree a fair trade is being made.  Please observe your local tax laws when trading goods.

Glossary

1:  Pyramidion (singular) is the uppermost block of a structure and the name of the token.
2:  Pyramidia (plural) "I have 10 pyramidia."
3:  A "Block" is a decimal unit of Pyramidion, as a "Satoshi" is to Bitcoin.
4:  You can quarry (mine) blocks through your referral link. 

Miscellaneous



Creator / Visionary / Concepts / Webmaster / Contact / Artistic Direction / 
Author / INFJ / Legal / Coffee - Damon Danner

bitcoin, libra, cryptocurrency, blockchain, erc20, ethereum, damon danner, new, google, coin, token, 


